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ABSTRACT

Tissue engineered (TE) menisci have been seen as a very promising treatment for

meniscus injury repair in human knee joints. Although much effort has been

focused on the TE meniscus body, less attention has been paid to the connective

integration between the meniscus and the underlying bone, which plays a

significant role in the mechanical stability and the success rate of meniscal repair.

This specific connective tissue in the knee joint is called the meniscal enthesis. In

this research, a simplified meniscal enthesis construct model is used as a platform

for experiments and testing to mimic the complex native enthesis structure. The

model is composed of a collagen gel with fibrochondrocytes (meniscus region),

decellularized bone plugs (bone region), and an interface region. Stretching

stimulation along the axial direction has been applied onto clamped meniscal

enthesis constructs during culture as an attempt to improve the mechanical

performance and collagen fiber organization. For the realization of the stretching

function, a bioreactor was designed and produced using 3D printing technique with

polylactic acid (PLA) material. After 4 weeks of culture on the bioreactors, tensile

testing and histology analysis were applied onto the constructs for exploration of

potential effect of stretching during culture. As a result, the 3D printed bioreactor

successfully realized the stretching function on meniscal enthesis constructs.

Stretched constructs showed more longitudinal fiber bundles while less radial ones.

Stretching stimulation also increased the strain of failure while decreased the

tensile modulus and ultimate tensile stress of the constructs. For further research,



parameters like stretching rate, culture time before stretching and directions of

loading should be considered for improvement of fiber organization and

mechanical properties of meniscal enthesis constructs.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONAND BACKGROUND

1.1 Meniscus and Enthesis

The human meniscus is a cartilage structure that is located between the

femur (thighbone) and tibia (shinbone) in the knee joint. The term ‘meniscus’

originates from the Ancient Greek word μηνίσκος (meniskos), which means

"crescent"1. It describes the crescent shape of meniscus’ unique anatomical

structure. The structure of meniscus is also described as semi-annular or half-moon

with a thick periphery and a thin inner margin. The superior surface is concave,

adapting to the femoral condyle, and the interior surface is flat, which fits the tibial

plateau. There are two menisci in each human knee, which are the lateral meniscus

and the medial meniscus (Figure 1.1.1). The function of the meniscus can be

described as a stabilizer, lubricator and load distributor in the knee joint2. A normal

meniscus can pad the internal and external condyles of the femur to increase joint

stability. It also avoids the direct contact between femur and tibia and reduces the

friction during movement. Owning to its particular biochemical composition and

structure, the meniscus plays a significant role in improving joint congruity,

handling load transmission, and absorbing shocks3. Because of these specific

functions, meniscus health is important in our daily exercise and life.
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Figure 1.1.1. Lateral(left) and medial(right) menisci, harvested from 1-3 day old

bovids.

The enthesis structure generally refers to the connective tissue between soft

tissue like ligament or tendon, and bone4. There are mainly two types of entheses

which are the fibrous and the fibrocartilaginous entheses5,6. Fibrous entheses are

composed of dense fibrous tissue and the soft tissue directly attaches to the bone.

1.2 Meniscus Injury and Treatment

As one of the key mechanical tissues in human knee joints, meniscus plays

an important role in our daily life. At the same time, however, the meniscus is a

very fragile structure, and meniscus injuries are also very common in knee joint

injuries. Basically, any activities that involve overstretching, twisting, rotation or

sudden pressure in the knee joint during our normal exercises can result in
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meniscus injury. Swelling and stiffness are common symptoms of meniscus

injuries. Patients may also experience pain in the knee joints especially when

twisting and rotating, and difficulty in fully straightening their knees. It is reported

that injuries or loss of meniscus will increase the contact pressure in the knee joints

and result in osteoarthritis (OA)7,8. OA is one of the diseases in adults and about

237 million people all over the globe suffer from it9,10.

At present, the treatments towards meniscus injury are partial

meniscectomy, surgery repair and meniscal allograft11. Although partial removal of

the injured meniscus can generally relieve symptoms, the amount of removed

tissue is highly related to the degree of recovery of meniscus function and

mechanical stability after the meniscectomy. It can also result in uneven load

distribution and loss of normal meniscus function in knee joints. Surgery repairing

can reduce pain and help recover meniscus function. It is reported that the

successful rate of surgery repairing at the outer edge of meniscus, which is called

the red zone, is 85%12. However, this method is limited by the location of injury.

The repairing effect could be poor if the injury takes place at the center part of

meniscus, which is called the white zone of meniscus. For meniscal allograft,

patients are still suffering from lack of donor tissue and mismatched geometry

between donors and patient. Therefore, the tissue engineered (TE) meniscus has

been seen and spurred as a promising treatment towards meniscus injury in the

near future.
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1.3 Tissue Engineered Meniscal Enthesis Model

As a new promising technique for meniscus injury repairing, TE meniscus

has lots of advantages compared with current options. This technique involves the

use of differentiated or stem cells and different materials for scaffold13,14.

Additionally, this technique will no be longer limited by the number of donors in

allograft. The geometry shape and size of a TE meniscus can also be created

according to the patient’s knee joint. At present, many methods have been used for

TE meniscus, which provides a new idea for repairing meniscus injury15.

Previously, study and research are mainly focused on the creation of TE

meniscus body16. For example, Alexander et al.17 designed and 3D printed

polycaprolactone (PCL) scaffolds that recapitulate the structural features of native

meniscus extracellular matrix. The PCL scaffolds are used as a template and

structural support for meniscus regeneration. This biomimetic scaffold provides a

promising model for tissue engineered meniscus. However, not much effort and

attention was concentrated onto the connective tissue between the meniscus body

and underlying bone, which is the meniscal enthesis structure. In fact, the meniscus’

function of relieving pressure on the tibia is closely related to the attachment to the

bone part18. And the fixation of meniscus into the bone is of great significance for

the success of meniscus repairing in the long term. In meniscus allograft, bone

plugs or bone bridges are usually attached with the meniscus graft to maintain the

firm connection between meniscus and underlying bone and to ensure the success

of transplanting. While for TE meniscus, little efforts are paid onto this structure.
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In this research, a simplified tissue engineered meniscal enthesis model is used to

mimic the structure of native meniscal enthesis as a researching tool and testing

platform. It has been verified as effective to mimic the native meniscal enthesis

structure in former research and used for further understanding the connective

integration between the soft tissue and bone tissue.

Anatomically, the meniscal enthesis structure has a gradient transition from

fibrocartilage tissue to bone tissue. This transition structure can be divided into 4

different areas, which are the ligamentous zone, uncalcified fibrocartilage zone,

calcified fibrocartilage zone and bone, from meniscus to bone in order19-21 (Figure

1.3.1). Cell phenotype and collagen type vary within these 4 zones: For the

ligamentous zone, it mainly contains fibroblasts and collagen type I, which is

presented as highly aligned fiber bundles. While in the uncalcified fibrocartilage

zone, we can find fibrochondrocytes, chondrocytes, proteoglycans and collagen

type II, which is not aligned. Hypertrophic condrocytes and collagen II and X can

be found in the calcified fibrocartilage zone. The bone region is composed of

osteoblasts, osteoclasts, and osteocytes. The collagen within is mainly type I. In

addition, the mechanical environment of this structure in human knee joint is also

very complex. Not only does it absorb and distribute the compressive stress that

comes from our daily life exercise, but it is also subjected to the tensile forces

which hold it firmly into the underlying bone. All of these factors have greatly

increased the difficulty of researching the meniscal enthesis constructs.
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Figure 1.3.1. Schematic representation of the four different regions of the native

meniscal enthesis structure. From reference 21.

Accordingly, the TE meniscal enthesis model we use in this research has

simplified the complex meniscal enthesis structure into a linear model with three

main zones: the collagen part (soft tissue zone), the bone part (hard tissue zone)

and the interface between them. These zones are respectively used to mimic the

meniscus, the underlying bone and the meniscal enthesis structure. It is generated

through injecting collagen containing fibrochondrocytes into Tygon® tube with an

inner diameter of 6 mm. And there are decellularized bone plugs set at both ends of

the tube. After gelation, the bone-interface-collagen structure will be produced

(Figure 1.3.2). This design of model has largely avoided the complex gradients of

native meniscus structure and allows us to focus on the integration between the

meniscus and underlying bone.
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Figure 1.3.2. Three zones (bone zone, interface zone and collagen zone) of tissue

engineered meniscal enthesis mold. Figure from reference 2.

1.4 Effects of Mechanical Stimulation to Tissue Culture

Mechanical loading environment is a critical component of any biological

models during the process of scaffold culture. It is of great significance in

functions like stimulating biosynthesis by cells and promoting molecular

transport22. Cells under specific loading environment in tissue engineered scaffolds

during culture can sense the environmental stimulation and transfer the mechanical

stimulation into intracellular signaling. According to different loading stimuli, cells

will make different responses and behaviors. These responses depend on different

factors of mechanical stimuli like loading type, rate, magnitude and duration22.

Based on this theory, many studies have introduced mechanical stimuli in

an attempt to induce cellular behavior and improve the performance of TE scaffold.

For example, an organ culture loading system is designed and applied for human or

bovine intervertebral disc (IVD)22 (Figure 1.4.1). This system provides a periodic

dynamic mechanical stimulation environment for in vitro IVD culture to mimic the

mechanical loading environment in vivo. The cells in the IVDs remained viable in
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this system for culture up to 21 days. Also, this loading system provides a potential

method and platform for further understanding and research of IVD.

Figure 1.4.1. The culture system and culture chamber used for human IVD culture.

From reference 22.

Mechanical stimulation has also been applied on the meniscal enthesis

model (Figure1.3.2). One example is the research of effect on mechanical

stimulation of clamping at bone plug ends onto bioreactors during culture2. In this

research, meniscal enthesis constructs are clamped onto polysulfone molds for

fixation during culture as experimental groups, unclamped enthesis constructs as

control (Figure 1.4.2 A). After 28 days (4 weeks) of culture, it turns out that the

collagen alignment and organization can be directed by using the method of

clamping (Figure 1.4.3). Clamped meniscal enthesis constructs show improved

mechanical properties compared with unclamped constructs (Figure 1.4.2 B). The

elastic modulus has been significantly increased by 500% and UTS by 400% in

clamped samples while it only increased by 150% in elastic modulus and 250% in

UTS in unclamped constructs after 4 weeks. In summary, it proves that static
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mechanical clamping during culture of the TE meniscal enthesis constructs

successfully improves the structuring of the collagen fiber networks, especially

close to the interface with the bony region. It also shows that this experimental

model successfully provides a researching tool and platform for TE meniscal

enthesis.

Figure 1.4.2 A. Unclamped meniscal enthesis constructs as control group

(left) and clamped constructs as experimental group (right). B. Elastic Modulus

and UTS of clamped and unclamped meniscal enthesis constructs after 28 days of

culture. From reference 2.
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Figure 1.4.3. Picrosirius red staining images with polarized light of meniscal

enthesis constructs from unclamped and clamped groups. The far right column

shows images of native meniscal enthesis. Interfaces are pointed out by (=>). Fiber

directions are indicated by (→). From reference 2.

Different types of mechanical stimulation, including compression, shear

and tension have also been researched for tissue engineered meniscus. For example,

unconfined compression has been applied on meniscus and cartilage to examine

their surface layers’ functional behavior in Lai and Levenston’s research23. In this

research, meniscus and articular cartilage explants are subjected to unconfined

compression(Figure 1.4.4). Digital image correlation(DIC) is used for tracking the

samples’ 2D deformation. It is found that all cartilage explants showed increased

compressive strains in surface layer, while the meniscus samples showed highly

heterogeneous strains during compression. The compressed meniscus samples

showed 1) high stiffness near surface or 2) comparable stiffness through depth.
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Tensile stimulation has also been used, for example, Vanderplog et al24

argued that tension can be of great significance for injury repairing, especially for

tissue engineered scaffolds. Substantial tensile strains can result after implanting a

scaffold into a defect site. They introduced a dynamic tensile stimulation(1.0 Hz,

0-10% displacement) into a 3D culture system(Figure 1.4.5) to moderate the matrix

synthesis and cytoskeletal organization of bovine articular chondrocytes and

meniscal fibrocondrocytes. These experiments revealed that the oscillatory tension

inhibited the synthesis of matrix for both cell types. While it obviously increased

chondrocytes’ proliferation, the same was not true for MFCs. The cell morphology

of MFCs turned from rounded shape to a 3D stellate morphology with organized

cytoskeletal filaments. These biomechanical and morphological results are of great

importance to the cartilage and fibrocartilage tissue repairing strategies.
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Figure 1.4.4 Fluorescence images of (A) cartilage(cell nuclei) and (B)

meniscus (fiber network) samples. Uncompressed, 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%

applied strain from top to bottom. From reference 23.
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Figure 1.4.5 A. Fibrin construct geometry; B. Tensile loading system; C.

Tensile loading system combined with a DC motor for controlling frequency and

amplitude. From reference 24.

To figure out how the applied mechanical loading works in the meniscal

enthesis, we need to look into the microstructre of the enthesis. Boys et al.

demonstrated that the soft tissue-to-bone interface structure is composed of three

parts: mobile collagen fiber units, continuous interfacial part, and the local stiffness

gradient25. In mobile collagen fiber units, the oriented collagen fibers allow for

large displacements through fiber sliding. It allows for lateral movement of

meniscus without resulting in high strains in the interface region. When it

transitions to the disorganized fiber bundles, only small strains are allowed. And

then the local stiffness region provides an area of attachment for the disorganized
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fiber bundles. Because of this specific construction, strain is concentrated in

regions of high fiber sliding and is minimized in the soft-to-bone interface. As such,

it provides the extensive mobility in soft tissue while avoids stress concentrations

at the interface. For tissue engineered meniscus, it is of great significance to mimic

and reproduce the transition from disorganized fiber bundles to oriented fibers in

bone-to-soft tissue region.Since the oriented fiber bundle region is of great

importance to meniscal movement, we aim to develop a method to introduce more

oriented fiber bundles into the soft tissue portion of the constructs.

1.5 Thesis Experimental Design

Inspired by the method of clamping, the idea of introducing mechanical

stimulation along the longitudinal direction (stretching) of the TE meniscal

enthesis model based on clamped constructs is used in this study. Tensile loading is

expected to be created by this method along longitudinal direction in order to

stimulate cells and regulate cells’ behaviors. To be exact, we expect more

organized fiber bundles, especially longitudinal fibers in soft tissue through

introducing the stretching stimulation. We also assume that constructs cultured

using this method will have a better ability to resist stretching and maintain the

firm connective integration at interface. The stretching stimulation will be applied

to the clamped constructs for exploration of effect on connective integration of

interface. For this purpose, the design of a bioreactor that can provide both

clamping and stretching function is required.
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CHAPTER 2. BIOREACTOR DESIGN FOR CULTUREWITHAXIAL

STRETCHING

2.1 Introduction to Bioreactors

2.1.1 Bioreactors’ Definition and Functions

As a rapidly developing branch of biomedical engineering, tissue

engineering combines the principles of cell biology and engineering, aiming at

producing bio-active tissue substitutes that can repair injured tissues or regenerate

them. The term bioreactor is used in this thesis to refer to a system or a device that

is designed for cell or tissue culture1. These devices have been widely developed

and used in the fields of tissue engineering and biochemical engineering. For

example, Freed2 used a cell-polymer-bioreactor system for cartilage matrix

regeneration and it provides a model system for research in chondrogenesis.

Hoerstrup3 used a pulsatile-flow-bioreactor to provide a biomimetic envrironment

in vitro for the generation of functional tissue engineered heart valves (TEHV),

which showed comparable mechanical properties to native tissues. Bioreactors are

not only playing a significant role in cell proliferation and tissue construction, but

they are also able to control the pH value, oxygen dissolution, mechanical loading,

nutrient supply, removal of metabolites, and so on. These functions provide the

most suitable environment for cell growth, differentiation, and proliferation during

tissue culture.
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2.1.2 Basic Requirements for Bioreactor Design

Here are some basic requirements that bioreactors should meet for cell

culture: First, the culture media in bioreactor system should be mixed evenly to

avoid gradients of nutrients or pH during cell culture. This feature enables more

oxygen and nutrition transfer and accordingly, fuller expression of cell phenotype.

Second, the bioreactor design should minimize damage to cells. This involves

factors like bioreactor volume, geometry, cell density, growth factor concentration

and so on. Third, the environment that bioreactors provide for cells and tissues

should be similar to the in vivo situation. For example, as has been introduced, the

loading environment of meniscus is quite complicated in human knee joints. The

bioreactor should be able to mimic the loading environment for long-term culture.

All sorts of different tissues and organs have their own specific in vivo

environment for normal functioning. Accordingly, bioreactor design must be able

to meet these specific needs.

2.1.3 Different Types of Bioreactors

There are different types of bioreactors developed and used in tissue

engineering for specific functions with respective features. Here are some main

types of bioreactors.

2.1.3 (a) Spinner Flask Bioreactor

The working mechanism of a spinner flask bioreactor is usually to use the

paddle agitator to get the culture media stirred. In this way, the mass transfer effect

can be improved to ensure the uniform distribution of nutrient and oxygen
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dissolution. During the tissue culture process, the tissue scaffolds seeded with cells

are usually suspended inside the spinner flask bioreactor and immersed in the

culture media for culture. Due to the convection effect in the culture media caused

by the agitation, the surface of the scaffold is always in a state of exchange with

the media, thus increasing the number of cells that can be cultured. The culture

media should be periodically replaced to remove the metabolic waste from cells

and ensure the concentration of nutrient concentration4. Spinner flask bioreactors

have simple structures and low cost for usage (Figure 2.1.3.1). They are widely

applied in microcarrier cell culture and tissue culture of tissues such as cartilage

and skin. However, one of the disadvantages of using this type of bioreactor is that

the shear forces caused by stirring may have negative effect on the cells, especially

cells which are highly sensitive to the changes of micro-environmental conditions.

For example, Richard et al.5 found that the spinner flask bioreactor they used

during research caused the alteration of cell’s homeostasis. Compared with static

planar culture, this bioreactor resulted in smaller size of cells and higher level of

reactive oxidative species (ROS), indicating that changes of micro-environment in

bioreactor can have potential physiological alterations to human mesenchymal

stem cells (hMSCs).
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Figure 2.1.3.1. Spinner flask bioreactor and impeller for human mesenchymal cell

(hMSC) expansition. From reference 5.

2.1.3(b) Rotating-wall Vessel Bioreactor

The rotating-wall vessel bioreactor is one of the most widely used

bioreactor in tissue engineering field, usually for the cell culture of cardiovascular

and cartilage tissues. It uses a motor to drive a belt and rotate the culture vessel

which has a cylindrical shape along the horizontal or vertical axis. Meanwhile, the

culture media and tissue mass also rotate along the axis under the driving of the

bioreactor6,7. Compared with spinner flask bioreactor, wall-vessel bioreactors can

provide micro-environment with much lower shear for culture. Gas exchange was

carried out through the gas-liquid two-phase interface, and the sterile syringe is

used to replace the liquid to supplement the nutrients. One of the advantages of this

bioreactor is the centrifugal force created by the rotation can be adjusted through

changing the rotating speed of the bioreactor to balance the gravity of tissue in

culture. In this case, the tissue can be suspended in the media during the culture
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process. This feature avoids direct friction or collision between tissue and

bioreactor wall and creates an environment for 3D dynamic culture8,9,10. Tyler11 has

reported the bio-process of culturing retinal organoids from mouse pluripotent

stem cells using the wall-rotating vessel bioreactor(Figure 2.1.3.2). Compared with

static culture, it indicates that the dynamic culture in this bioreactor helps

accelerate and improve the growth and differentiation of cultured tissue.

Figure 2.1.3.2. Schematic diagrams of comparison between static culture (left) and

bioreactor culture (right) in wall-rotating vessel. From reference 11.

2.1.3(c) Bioreactors with mechanical stimulation

The loading environment during culture is of great significance to the

cultured tissue. Cells are subjected to varieties of different mechanical stimulation

in vivo, which has a great impact on the structure, morphology and functions of

tissues12. The bioreactors with mechanical force stimulation are designed to

introduce mechanical stimuli during culture process and mimic the in vivo loading
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environment of tissues. For instance, a bioreactor with tunable stretching function

for the culture of tissue engineered cardiac construct was designed and tested by

Giovanni (Figure 2.1.3.3)13. In this research the bioreactor provides tunable

mechanical stretching function for biomimetic dynamic culture and it proves that

the cyclic stretching stimulation shows effectiveness on cardiac construct

maturation.

Figure 2.1.3.3. Top view of the culture chamber with clamping accessories of the

stretching bioreactor. From reference 13.

It is well established that applying mechanical stimulation to cultured

tissues guides the differential formation of tissues. For example, Huey et al.

applied tensile and compressive loading to an anatomically-shaped meniscus

structure and this stimulation improved the mechanical and biochemical properties

of the tissue14. In this work, significant additive increases were obtained in

compressive instantaneous (3-fold) and relaxation moduli (2-fold), tensile moduli

in the circumferential (4-fold) and radial (6-fold) directions. They used these
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Figure 2.1.3.4 Mechanical stimulation apparatus used during culture (upper) and

rapid prototyped stimulation platens (lower). From reference 14.

stimulations to mimic the native loading conditions in human knees. Their

bioreactor has a curved-wedge profile to translate compressive loading to

circumferential loading. It also has a ring structure to match the curvature of the

meniscus and to allow the generation of forces within the constructs. The

combined tension and compressive stimulations were applied simultaneously onto
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the meniscal constructs for 5 days during culture through a stimulation apparatus

(Figure 2.1.3.4) with a 10% axial strain and 1 Hz frequency. Within the 5 days, the

constructs were subjected to the mechanical stimulation for 1 hr everyday with

1-minute dynamic stimulation and 1-minute rest, in total 30 cycles. This was the

first study to apply combined compression and tension mechanical stimulation of

meniscal constructs. It proved that this stimulation can increase the biochemical

and biomechanical properties of tissue engineered meniscus.

Another example is the study of Puetzer15 et al. In this research they

designed a bioreactor (Figure 2.1.3.5) that allowed anchoring the tissue engineered

menisci at horn attachments and provided compressive loading with a matched

condyle loading platen. This bioreactor further mimicked the complex loading

environment of native meniscus. It applies tensile and compressive loading in

meniscus according to the anatomic location of native tissue. They anchored the

meniscus constructs onto the bioreactor at their horns and used 3D printed

condyle-shaped platens to apply the mechanical stimulation. It turned out that the

mechanical loading improved and accelerated the development of meniscal

organization and tensile anisotropy, resulting in more native-like tissue. The loaded

menisci showed significantly higher equilibrium and tensile moduli compared with

the static samples. The circumferential and radial tensile moduli were also

improved after loading. For collagen organization, loaded menisci accelerated the

circumferential alignment, growth of collagen fibers and developing of radial
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morphologies. The mechanically-loaded menisci developed more heterogeneous

tissue organization and composition compared with static clamped samples.

Figure 2.1.3.5 Loading bioreactor composed of (1) condyle loading platen which is

generated from ovine MRI and (2) clamping loading tray which mimics native

horn attachment. From reference 15.

2.2 Design Requirements

In addition to the most basic bioreactor designing requirements mentioned

in the previous section, the bioreactor design in this thesis should also meet these

requirements for the realization of stretching function during construct culture as

follow: (1) Mechanical stability. The bioreactor should be mechanically stable

enough to withstand the forces created during the culture process, especially during

clamping and stretching, without being damaged. (2) Chemical stability. Given that

the bioreactor needs to be immersed in the culture media for a long time, it needs

to be chemically stable to avoid the introduction of any chemicals that could

adversely affect the cultured tissue. (3) Sterility. The whole culture process needs

to be carried out in a sterile environment. The bioreactor needs to consider
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long-term protection against contamination in overall design, including stretching

operation, thorough cleaning of the bioreactor and any other aspects. (4) Accuracy

and repeatability. Since the stretching function involves the measurement of the

stretching length, the stretching function of the bioreactor is required to be stable

and repeatable, and the measurement accuracy should be as high as possible to

minimize the stretching length error caused by design problems. (5) Volume

restrictions. The culture will be carried out in a cylindrical glass container with the

100 mm diameter and 50 mm height. The whole bioreactor will be limited in this

volume, including changes in space after stretching. (6) Media usage. From the

economic point of view, the volume of culture medium used should be as small as

possible on the premise of meeting the culture requirements.

2.3 Stretching Bioreactor Design

In order to achieve the function of stretching the meniscal enthesis

constructs during the culture process, a specific bioreactor should be designed and

produced. All of the bioreactor design requirements mentioned above need to be

considered in a comprehensive manner. The initial concept of the stretching model

is based on the polysulfone mold bioreactor used in previous research on clamping

effect(Figure 1.4.2. A) 16. In the ideal stretching bioreactor, it is composed of two

part: the movable part (slide) and the fixed part (base). Meniscal enthesis

constructs will be fixed onto the bioreactor, stretching across the slide and the base

(Figure 2.3.1). A driving system will be used to drive the slide out in realization of
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stretching the constructs. Rapid 3D printing technique with polylactic acid (PLA)

material will be used for the design and producing work of the bioreactor.

Figure 2.3.1. Schematic diagram of the main components of bioreactor design.

2.3.1 Different Generations of Bioreactor Design

2.3.1(a) Micro-meter Head Driving System on the Top of Bioreactor

The first version of my bioreactor design uses a micro-meter head driving

system on the top. This system is composed of three main components: a tab fixed

on the slide, a bracket fixed on the base and a micro-meter head used as the driving

force source (Figure 2.3.2). The micro-meter head is fixed onto the base by bracket

and placed horizontally above the bioreactor. Chambers are designed to make

space for two meniscal enthesis constructs on each bioreactor and screw holes are

made for clamping at bony ends. For stretching, we will rotate the

micrometer-head and it will reach out to the tab. The slide will then be pushed out

of the base if we continue rotating the micro-meter head. In this case the stretching

function is realized. The stretching length can be read out through the scales on

micro-meter head. A locking screw structure is designed on the side of base. When

the slide reaches the specific position, a screw will be rotated into the screw hole to
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get the slide locked in avoid of any disturbance or slippage. Although the working

principle is simple and the bioreactor is easy to operate manually, limitations still

exist. Direct contact with culture media will be involved during manual operation

since the whole bioreactor will be immersed in media during culture. Due to the

limited volume of container, it is inconvenient to reset the screw from the side after

each stretching.

Figure 2.3.2. 3D model images of micro-meter head driven bioreactor. A: slide

with tab structure; B: base with bracket and screw locking structure; C: assembly

diagram with screws.

2.3.1(b) Micro-meter Head Driving System beneath Container

Based on another micro-meter head, which is already attached to the slide

and base, we came up with a new bioreactor. In this design, the driving system is

underneath the culture container. Screws will be used to connect the whole

micrometer head device with the constructs inside the container. In this case, direct

contact with culture media will be avoided since the driving system is outside the
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container(Supplemental Figure S3). We planned to drill holes in the bottom of the

glass container to complete the connection, however, sealing the container turned

out to be a much more difficult problem to solve. Considering the difficulty and

feasibility of implementation, this version of design was eventually abandoned.

2.3.1(c) Gear-rack Driving System

A new mechanism of gear-rack driving is used in this version of bioreactor

(Figure 2.3.3). A gear is designed to be half buried into the base body and engage

with the rack inside the bioreactor. The slide is printed out with the rack as a whole.

Manual operation will rotate the gear, then drive the rack outwards in order to

drive the slide out. Designs of chambers and screw holes remain unchanged while

the whole structure will be produced with PLAmaterial by 3D printing in this

version. It reduces the possibility that the introduction of a variety of different

materials in the media will have a potential impact on the experiment. For example,

metal micrometer head used in version (b) will probably result in rust after

long-term culture. However, it does not solve the problem of manual direct contact

with culture media. A screw hole locking structure is still needed in this design.
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Figure 2.3.3. 3D model diagram of components assembly in gear-rack driving

bioreactor.

2.3.1(d) Worm-gear Driving System

In addition to the gear and rack design, we have added a new worm gear

structure, which allows us to manually drive the bioreactor in the vertical direction

to perform the stretching function (Figure 2.3.4). The change of direction can avoid

direct contact with the media by manual operation. For the connection structure

between worm and base, fragile snap-lock structure printed with PLAwas changed

into screw connection. Again, previous designs of the chambers and screw holes

for fixation of meniscal enthesis constructs are retained in this version. The other

problem of screw locking structure is also solved in this version of design. Due to

the self-locking nature of worm-gear structure, no additional locking structure is

required to lock the slider at the desired position at any time.
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Figure 2.3.4. A: schematic diagram of worm-gear drive system; B: 3D model

diagram of worm-gear driven bioreactor

2.3.1(e) Optimization on Worm-gear Driving Bioreactor

In the design of this version, we summed up some details in the testing

process of worm-gear driven bioreactor and worked to improve them

(Supplemental Figure S4). Firstly, the screw connection structure between worm

and base is reinforced to better withstand the drive force during rotation. Secondly,

the cross section of the chambers for placing meniscal enthesis constructs was a

rectangle, which resulted in twisting problem when fixing the cylindrical

constructs.(Supplemental Figure S2) As a result, the tension applied by the

bioreactor could not be along the axial direction and thus affected the tensile effect.

Therefore we changed the chambers into half-cylindrical ones for better fixation.

Thirdly, we adjusted the position of screw holes used for fixing constructs. Lastly,

the overall height of the bioreactor was decreased to save the media used from 110

ml to 90 ml for each time of media change in one container.
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2.3.2 Features of Current Bioreactor

In this Section, I will discuss the design details, characteristics, advantages,

and disadvantages of current bioreactors in use as a summary of the whole design

process and to prepare for better bioreactor designs in the future.

The worm-gear structure is a commonly used gear arrangement in

mechanics. It has the basic functions of reducing rotation rate or transmitting

torque as a gear arrangement. During the meshing between worm and gear, the

sliding and rolling actions of worm and wheels are combined together to function17.

Apart from that, unlike other gear drives, the direction of transmission from input

to output in worm-gear structure is irreversible18, which means it is a one-way path

from input to output. The gear can not drive the worm backwards. In this case the

slide will be locked at the exact stretching position without subsequent

displacement. This is one of the special features of worm-gear structure called

‘self-locking’ and is one of the main reasons why worm-gear-rack drive system is

used in the design. It successfully got us out of the locking structure dilemma.

To be more detailed, the interior of the worm is designed as a hollow

structure, and the cross section of the inner hole is regular hexagon (Figure 2.3.5

A). In this case we can use a hexagon wrench to rotate the worm from above the

bioreactor rather than directly touching it with our hands. This design greatly

reduces the likelihood of infection being introduced. For the connection between

worm and base, snap-lock structure was initially designed and tested (Figure 2.3.5

B). It is a locking structure using a catch or a snap with a hook-like end. However,
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it turned out that the precision and material strength of the 3D printer we used

could not meet the connection requirements (Figure 2.3.5 C, Supplemental Figure

S1 A,D). Accordingly, we switched to screw connection structure which is more

reliable for connection and detachable compared with snap-lock.

Figure 2.3.5. A: 3D model diagram of worm-gear structure; B: 3D model diagram

of snap-lock structure; C: slide profile image of worm-gear-rack inner structure

with screw connection.

For stretching function of the bioreactor, the distance the slide is driven

outwards does not uniformly increase with the rotation on worm, which

theoretically should be. After testing, the complete process from the beginning of

rotation to the end is composed of a non-linear stretching process and a linear one,

according to the distance measured. This results from the slack between worm and

gear. To solve this problem, the slide will be driven out in advance in order to skip
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the nonlinear part before meniscal enthesis constructs are fixed onto the bioreactor

so the stretching will start from the linear part. For the linear stretching part, the

distance that the slide is driven out for every 45° of rotation on worm is 0.423 mm

on average (Supplemental Figure S5, Supplemental Table S1).

Limitations of the current bioreactor still exist. PLAmaterial has poor heat

resistance and cannot be sterilized by autoclaving. The bioreactor needs to be

immersed in 70% ethanol under UV light for 24 hours both before and after culture

experiment for sterility instead. Higher resolution in 3D printing is needed in order

to achieve higher accuracy in stretching distance and less experimental errors

(Supplemental Figure S1 B,C).
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CHAPTER 3. EFFECT OFAXIAL STRETCHING ONMENISCAL

ENTHESIS CONSTRUCTS

3.1 Introduction

The meniscal enthesis, which is the attachment of the menisci to the

underlying bone, plays a very significant role in the mechanical stability and

normal biological function of knee joint. For each enthesis (4 in total in one knee

joint), it diffuses tensile loading forces transmitted from the meniscus through

collagen fibrils1-7. In order to function properly, the connective integration of

enthesis must be robust and in this case meniscus will be firmly anchored into the

underlying bone through these entheses8,9. It is known that the integrity of the

complex meniscal entheses is highly related to the ability of menisci to prevent

osteoarthritis (OA)10. Accordingly, for one of the commonly used meniscus

repairing methods, meniscal allograft, the preparation work usually includes

all-soft tissue fixation, bone plugs or a bone bridge11, in order to keep the integrity

of native meniscal enthesis structure to the maximum extent possible (Figure 3.1.1).

It also avoids rebuilding the complex interface between soft tissue and bone12.

However, there are some limitations to meniscal allograft: lack of donor tissue,

mismatched sizes and potential for adverse immune reactions. Autograft is also

used as another repairing method that uses part of the patient’s native tissue.

However, the method involves multiple surgical sites and it is infeasible to harvest

autografts from ligament sites.
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Figure 3.1.1. Preparation of meniscus with dovetail bone bridge during lateral

meniscal allograft demonstration video. From reference 11.

As a promising treatment for meniscus repairing, tissue engineered

meniscus combines the advantages of both meniscal allograft and autograft. The

size and geometry shape of the grafts can be customizable to the patient, and there

is no need for donors. Tissue engineered meniscus does not have the native

enthesis structure of a meniscus allograft. Therefore, how to implant TE meniscus

firmly onto the bone remains a critical problem. However, although much attention

and effort has been focused on the construction of scaffolds for meniscus body,

little research has been done on the connective integration between TE meniscus to

the underlying bone. Native meniscal enthesis is a complex structure due to the the

presence of different gradients of cell types, minerals, extracellular molecules and

different stress environments13. In this study we used a meniscal enthesis construct

model to mimic this complex structure as a platform for research and experiments,

as has been introduced in former chapter.

In the native meniscal enthesis, there is a dense collagen fiber network

structure. These collagen fibers interweave in specific directions and penetrates
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into the trabecular bone structure, which plays an important role in facilitating the

transmission of compressive and tensile loads14-17. In the enthesis zone from soft

tissue to bone, the structure transition has promoted the load transfer in the

interface region18-20. The transferred forces in enthesis, including dynamic tensile,

compressive and shear loading, provide the loading environment for cells during

culture which transfers mechanical stimulation signals to cells to guide matrix

production and remodeling. It is known that disorganized fiber bundles can be

resulted from the lack of loading environment during culture20. Accordingly, it is of

great significance to design proper stimulation during tissue culture.

In the current research, we are aiming to explore the effect of axial

stretching stimulation to a meniscal enthesis construct model, which mimics the

native meniscal enthesis structure during culture, using a specific bioreactor we

designed and produced with 3D printing technique. The native meniscal enthesis is

subjected to a very complex loading environment. As part of the complex

mechanical loading of the knee, tensile force is designed to be applied onto the

clamped meniscal enthesis constructs by stretching during culture for mimicking

the native environment in knee joints.We hypothesize that tensile loading will

drive the formation of more organized collagen fiber bundles, especially

longitudinal fibers and improved mechanical properties for better connective

integration between soft tissue and bone.
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3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Bone Plugs Extraction

The bone plugs used in this study were prepared according to published

methods21. Briefly, they were extracted from the distal femurs of 1~3-day-old

bovids (Gold Medal Packing Inc.) using an electric drill with a 6 mm coring bit.

During dissection process, excess tissue around the head and neck of the femur

was removed to expose the surface of the trabecular bone, from which bone plugs

were extracted. After drilling out 15 mm long cylindrical bone plugs, a stream of

high velocity deionized water was used to rinse out residual blood, marrow and

debris from the pore space and keep the white trabecular bone structure. Then bone

plugs were washed for 1 hour in PBS with 0.1% (wt/vol)

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) at room temperature. After that, sequential

washes in hypotonic buffer (10 mM Trizma base in 100 mL DI water, 0.1 w/v%

EDTA) were applied for 1 hour each and at least for three times. Then bone plugs

were placed at 4℃ for at least 24 hours. Next, detergent of 10 mM Trizma base

with 0.5 w/v% was used for washing bone plugs for at least 3 hours. Again, left at

room temperature for 24 hours. Finally, the bone plugs were washed using PBS

with antibiotics at least seven times until no bubbles exist.

3.2.2 Rat Tail Collagen Extraction

For the collagen used in this study, it was extracted from rat tail (Pel-Freez

Biologicals, Rogers, AZ). The rat tails were immersed in 70% ethanol for 10-20

minutes for thawing. Then the skin of rat tail was cut and peeled off. Then the rat
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tail tendon was extracted by holding the end of rat tail and grabbing, bending,

twisting, and then pulling at the tips. After being extracted and collected into

ethanol, rat tail tendons were dried and then placed into 0.1% acetic acid at 150

mL/gram of tendon. Then the collagen were solubilized for at least 48 hours at 4℃.

After that, the collagen solution was placed into 50 mL conical tubes and perfectly

balanced in preparation for spinning down. After 15000 rpm for 45 minutes at 4℃,

collect the clear supernatant. The supernatant was frozen under -80℃ for 30

minutes and lyophilized for 48 hours. Finally, the collagen product was weighed

and reconstituted in 0.1% acetic acid solution. The concentration of the collagen in

this study is 30 mg/mL.

3.2.3 FCC Extraction

Fibrochondrocytes (FCC) were extracted from menisci of 1~3-day-old

bovids in the knee joints22. Menisci were chopped up into 1-2 mm cubes after

being dissected from the joint in sterile environment. After that, cubes were placed

into PBS with ABAM (Antibiotic Antimycotic Solution, Mediatch, Inc.) and

washed for three times and incubated for 30 minutes after the third washing. Then

cubes were added into 0.3% collagenase (Worthington Biochemical Corporation,

Lakewood, NJ) solution with 1%ABAM for 18 hours of digestion in 37℃

incubator with spinning. Then, the digested tissue were pipetted into 100 μm cell

strainers on conical tubes to isolate FCCs. After spinning down the balanced

conical tubes at 2500 rpm for 12 minutes, the supernatant was aspirated and cell

pellet was dispersed with PBS with 1%ABAM. Conical tubes were used for
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centrifuging at 1000 rpm for nine minutes. Then this procedure was repeated. Cell

concentrations were adjusted to 150*10^6 cells/mL in media for construct

generation.

3.2.4 Construct Generation

As has been introduced, the meniscal enthesis construct is composed of

bone zone, collagen zone, and the interface between them21. The construct is

generated from decellularized bone plugs, type I collagen, and fibrochondrocytes

prepared in the former sections. Briefly, marks were made onto Tygon® tubing to

divide zones for collagen and bones. Decellularized bone plugs were placed into

the tube at both ends and binder clips were used in avoid of bone plugs moving

backwards. Holes were cut out at both ends for air flowing during collagen

injection and in the center of bone zone for injection. Prepared collagen was mixed

with working solution(1 N NaOH, 1x PBS and 10x PBS) and isolated FCCs with

media in order to achieve the final collagen mixture with a neutral 7.0 pH, a

concentration of 20 mg/mL collagen and 25*10^6 cells/mL. After that the mixture

was immediately injected into the central hole and constructs are placed into an

incubator under 37℃ for 50 minutes for gelation. After gelation process, constructs

were removed from the tube into petri dish with meniscus media and placed in

incubator overnight to equilibrate. Finally, constructs were clamped onto

polysulfone molds with clamps and screws without stretching as control groups,

and onto bioreactors with stretching as experimental groups. Both groups were

cultured for the same time periods (2 weeks, 4 weeks). For 2 weeks’ culture, all
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samples (2 control, 2 experimental) were processed for histology analysis and for 4

weeks’ culture, one control and four experimental samples went for tensile testing.

All samples were processed for histology analysis.

3.2.5 Culture Experiments

For the 2-week culture experiment, meniscal enthesis constructs were fixed

onto polysulfone molds without stretching stimulation, which was set as the

control group. And the experimental group constructs were fixed onto stretching

bioreactors with axial stretching stimulation. The stretching rate was 2% of initial

collagen length (45° rotation on worm) for every 3 days (5 times of stretching in

total). Samples from both groups were generated with same decellularized bone

plugs and collagen with FCCs under same conditions. The initial length of collagen

is 20 mm (Table 3.2.1). After culture, all samples from both groups were processed

for Picrosirius red staining and Masson’s trichrome staining.

Table 3.2.1. 2-week culture experiment set

Control Group Experimental Group

Control Fixed culture without stretching Fixed culture with stretching

Samples 20mm collagen with FCCs + decellularized bone plugs

Reactors Polysulfone molds PLA Bioreactors

Distance - 10% (2mm)

Rate - 0.4mm(2%) every 3 days

Culture time 14 days
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For the 4-week culture experiment, apart from the culture time change, the

stretching distance was changed to 8% of initial length of collagen (1.6 mm). And

the stretching rate was changed from 2% every 3 days to 2% every 6 days and

constructs will be in total stretched four times. The other parameters remained

unchanged (Table 3.2.2). After culture, collagen length of constructs was measured

from both groups. Five control group samples and four experimental samples

underwent tensile testing. One control group sample and six experimental group

samples underwent histology analysis with Picrosirius red staining and Masson’s

trichrom staining. The images of constructs at different time points are listed in

Supplemental Figure S6.

Table 3.2.2. 4-week culture experiment set

Control Group Experimental Group

Control Fixed culture without stretching Fixed culture with stretching

Samples 20 mm collagen with FCCs + decellularized bone plugs

Reactors Polysulfone molds PLA Bioreactors

Distance - 8% (1.6 mm)

Rate - 0.4 mm (2%) every 6 days

Culture time 28 days

3.2.6 Histology Analysis

When the culture experiments of constructs were complete, samples were

placed into 10% buffered formalin to fix them for 48 hours. After fixing, formalin

was washed off with ethanol and constructs were longitudinally cut in half to get
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the inner structure of meniscal enthesis constructs exposed. Slides of sections were

used for Picrosirius red and Masson’s trichrome staining. For the Picrosirius red

staining slides, they were viewed under brightfield and polarized light with a

Nikon Eclipse TE2000-S microscope. The images were taken through a SPOT RT

camera.

3.2.7 Tensile Testing

The 4-week-cultured meniscal enthesis constructs went through tensile

testing for analysis of mechanical properties. The tensile testing used in this

research is based on published method23. During the testing process, constructs

were clamped at both bony ends and vertically fixed onto the testing system

(ElectroForce 5500 System, Bose, Eden Prairie, MN). A rate of 1.5 mm/sec was

applied onto the constructs until its failure. For mechanical property analysis,

several quantities were calculated as follow: The ultimate load (UL) was the

maximum load that the construct can withstand during testing process. The

ultimate tensile stress (UTS) was the maximum stress the construct can withstand,

and it is when the construct begins to fail. The tensile modulus is the slope of the

linear elastic part of stress-strain curve. The toughness is the total area under the

stress-strain curve. At the onset and the end of failure, the strain values were also

recorded and analyzed.
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3.2.8 Statistics

All the data points in this study are graphed in the form of mean ± SD. Data

from tensile testing are analyzed with t-testing. Significant difference is determined

with p<0.05 and difference existence is determined with 0.05<p<0.1.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Meniscal Enthesis Constructs After Culture

The meniscal enthesis constructs were generated and cultured on

Polysulfone molds (control groups) and stretching bioreactors (experimental

groups). The culture time for two experiments were respectively 2 weeks and 4

weeks. Following the same generation method, the bone region and collagen

region were obviously recognizable from both control and experimental groups.

The collagen penetrated into the trabecular bone plugs and formed the interface

region between bone and collagen. After culture, constructs from both groups were

stiff enough to withstand conventional physical handling without fracture. In the

2-week culture experiment, observable necking phenomenon was found in samples

from experimental group compared with control group samples (Figure 3.3.1.1).

While in 4-week culture experiment, there is no observable necking phenomenon

in both groups (Figure 3.3.1.2). The length data of constructs after culture is: 19.03

mm ± 0.05 mm for control group; 21.67 mm ± 0.19 mm for experimental group

(Figure 3.3.1.3). On average the collagen length was elongated by 8.35% after

stretching.
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Figure 3.3.1.1. Images of 2-week cultured meniscal enthesis constructs. A:

meniscal enthesis constructs on polysulfone mold without stretching; B: meniscal

enthesis constructs on bioreactor with stretching; C: comparison between

constructs from both groups. Left 2: control group, collagen length:~20mm; Right

2: experimental group, collagen length:~22mm.
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Figure 3.3.1.2. Images of 4-week cultured meniscal enthesis constructs. A: control

group samples, collagen length: ~19.03mm; B, C, D: experimental group samples,

collagen length: ~21.67mm.
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Figure 3.3.1.3. Histogram of collagen length after 4-week culture. Red dotted line

shows the initial collagen length of 20 mm.

3.3.2 Histology Analysis

Differences of collagen density can be found by comparing brightfield

images of Picrosirius red staining slides at interface region between unstretched

constructs and stretched constructs after 2 weeks of culture (Figure 3.3.2.1). The

unstretched constructs show higher collagen density at interface compared to

stretched constructs. There was obvious banded gap space between bone region

and collagen region in stretched constructs, which can be seen as sign of partial

failure phenomenon at interface region during stretching process.

Similar features also appear in the Picrosirius red staining slides of 4-week

cultured meniscal enthesis constructs. The unstretched construct (Figure 3.3.2.2 A)

showed higher density of collagen and less defects at interface and collagen region

than the stretched constructs (Figure 3.3.2.2 B,C). Even without observable
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necking phenomenon, the 4-week stretched constructs still showed areas of gap

space in collagen with more defects.

Figure 3.3.2.1. Brightfield images of Picrosirius red staining slides at interface

region of: A. unstretched construct; B. stretched construct. Bone region is on the

left side.
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Figure 3.3.2.2. Brightfield images of Picrosirius red staining slides of 4-week

cultured meniscal enthesis constructs. A: control group sample; B,C: experimental

group samples. Bone region on the left side.

Similarities of fiber orientations were observed at the interface region from

polarized light images of unstretched and stretched constructs. For both groups, the

collagen fiber orientation is mainly parallel to the edge of the interface, which is

along the radial direction. While it shows a trend to turn to longitudinal direction as

the fiber bundles extend to the collagen region (Figure 3.3.2.3). This phenomenon

was observed both in control groups and experimental groups.
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Figure 3.3.2.3. Picrosirius red staining slides of (A) unstretched construct and (B)

stretched construct at interface region(2-week culture). A1,B1: Light field images;

A2,B2: Polarized light images. White arrows show the main orientation of fiber

bundles.

After 4 weeks of culture, there are differences of collagen fiber

organization between unstretched constructs and stretched constructs (Figure

3.3.2.4). In unstretched samples, the fiber orientation showed similar pattern as it

was in the 2-week culture experiment: fibers are mainly along the radial direction

at interface and turn to longitudinal direction in collagen region. While in stretched

constructs, large areas of fibers along longitudinal direction were observed at
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collagen region, especially at outer edge of collagen region. Meanwhile, less radial

fiber orientation was found in stretched constructs compared with unstretched

constructs. There were more defects in the collagen part of stretched constructs

(Supplemental Figure S7).
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Figure 3.3.2.4. Polarized light images of Picrosirius red staining slides of meniscal

enthesis constructs after 4-week culture. A: unstretched construct; B,C,D: stretched

constructs. White arrows are used for marking the main orientation of fibers.

Masson’s trichrome staining images demonstrate the cell morphology of

FCCs in meniscal enthesis constructs. We can find that the cells are elongated

along the direction of fiber orientations at interface and collagen region, while they
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remain rounded shapes in bone region. Both are found in unstretched constructs

and stretched constructs, as cells are elongated mainly along the radial direction at

interface region while they turn to longitudinal direction when it comes to the

collagen region (Figure 3.3.2.5).

Figure 3.3.2.5. Masson’s trichrome staining for cell morphology analysis at bone,

interface and collagen regions of unstretched constructs and stretched constructs

(cultured for 2 weeks). Red rectangle borders are used to highlight the area of

focused cells.

3.3.3 Tensile Testing

Samples from control groups and experimental groups showed different

features during stretching to failure process. Still shots of tensile testing process

were taken at same time points for comparison between control groups and

experimental groups (Figure 3.3.3.1). During necking, it first happened in control
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samples (Figure 3.3.3.1 B), then stretching failure started in control samples at

interface (Figure 3.3.3.1 C). When control group samples completely failed,

necking happened in experimental group samples (Figure 3.3.3.1 D). After that,

failure started in experimental group in the middle of collagen (Figure 3.3.3.1 E).

This process lasted for long till complete failure in experimental sample in the

middle (Figure 3.3.3.1 G).
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Figure 3.3.3.1. Still shoot images of tensile testing process of unstretched and

stretched constructs. Left: unstretched; Right: stretched. A: initial state, initial
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length of collagen:~20mm; B: necking in left sample; C: failure started in left

sample; D: complete failure in left sample and necking in right sample; E: failure

started in right sample; F: failure process of right sample; G: complete failure in

right sample.

After collecting and analyzing the tensile testing data, the stress-strain

curves of meniscal enthesis constructs from both groups were detained. Obvious

differences were observed by comparing curves from control groups and

experimental groups. After calculation, the values of different mechanical

properties were listed in Table 3.3.3.1. Comparison of UL, UTS, tensile modulus,

and strain of failure are compared (Figure 3.3.3.2).

Table 3.3.3.1.Mechanical property data of meniscal enthesis constructs from

control groups and experimental groups. * means significant difference (p<0.05); +

means difference exists (0.05<p<0.1).

* UL (N) * UTS

(N/m²)

+ Tensile

Modulus (Pa)

Toughness

(J/m³)

+ Strain of

Failure

Control 0.356±0.19 12986±6218 90528±40262 1272±345 0.266±0.032

Bioreactor 0.203±0.06 8405±2760 56249±22762 1082±598 0.39±0.1
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Figure 3.3.3.2. Bar graphs of ultimate load (top left), ultimate tensile stress (top

right), tensile modulus (bottom left) and strain of failure (bottom right) between

control and bioreactor samples (*significant difference: p<0.05; +difference exists:

0.05<p<0.1).

By comparing the stress-strain curves from control groups and

experimental groups, we observed that most of the unstretched constructs showed

higher ultimate load (UL), ultimate tensile stress (UTS), and tensile modulus

compared to the stretched constructs. However, the stress-strain curves of stretched

constructs generally showed the feature of higher strain after the onset of failure

during tensile testing compared with control samples (Figure 3.3.3.3).
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Figure 3.3.3.3. Stress-strain curves of tensile testing data from meniscal enthesis

constructs of control and experimental groups. c1-5 are control samples (black

series) and b1-4 (red series) are experimental samples.

3.4 Discussion

The aim of this research is to explore the effect of axial stretching

stimulation on meniscal enthesis constructs that are clamped and fixed onto

bioreactors at both bony ends during culture process. We expected to improve the

mechanical properties and fiber organization of meniscal enthesis constructs by

stretching stimulation. This provides potential mechanical stimulation and

guidance for tissue maturation which can improve the connective integration

between bone and soft tissue constructs in tissue engineered meniscus research. In

this study, we demonstrated that stretched constructs form more fibers along
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longitudinal directions and showed higher strain during tensile testing before

complete failure compared with unstretched ones. The stretching effect also

resulted in more defects and lower collagen density in meniscal enthesis

constructs.

For the realization of stretching function, a 3D printed bioreactor was

designed and produced with PLAmaterial. Stretching testing results in the

designed bioreactor show that the bioreactor can be manually operated to stretch

the sample fixed successfully, and the length of the stretching reached the expected

effect of the experiment. At the same time, the normal operation of the culture

experiments based on the bioreactor also proves that it has physical and chemical

reliability and good biocompatibility, and can be reused. It is worth noting that in

the process of designing the bioreactor, we continuously improved the design and

introduced different versions of the bioreactor to address the different problems

that may occur in the actual experiment, including container sealing, infection, and

instrument accuracy. Yet, the process of improvement has not stopped. In fact, even

after several versions of the improvements, the current bioreactors still have a lot

of room for improvement in terms of material selection and precision. For example,

the combination of a TPU series and 3D heat-melt processing is used in 3D

printing model to achieve higher resolution-quality21. This provides a new idea for

improving the precision of bioreactor: the resolution of the stretching bioreactor

can be accurate to 0.01 mm or even higher instead of the current 0.1 mm resolution.

In this case, slack problem in bioreactors will be better solved and less errors
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during stretching process will be caused. Continuous and controllable dynamic

stretching function can be achieved in this resolution, which is my further design.

Stretching stimulation on fixed meniscal enthesis constructs along the axial

direction successfully guided the formation of collagen fibers along the

longitudinal direction, at the same time, decreased the formation of fibers along

radial direction. The stretching has provided the enthesis constructs with

mechanical signals to cells to guide the formation and remodeling of matrix. As a

result, after 4 weeks of culture with stretching, more longitudinal fibers are

observed in stretched samples in collagen region, especially at outer edge of

collagen zone. Compared to unstretched constructs, the formation of fibers along

radial direction obviously decreased. We think that the combination of fibers along

radial and longitudinal directions results in higher ultimate load, ultimate tensile

stress and tensile modulus in unstretched constructs, as is shown in the tensile

testing data. But it is also possible that more defects resulted from stretching

stimulation during culture led to the decreased mechanics in experimental group

samples, since obviously stretched constructs had more defects than control. More

longitudinal fiber formation was associated with larger strain before the stretched

constructs’ failure. Apart from that, stretched constructs show lower collagen

density than the unstretched ones. Signs of partial stretching-induced failure and

more local defects can be observed in stretched constructs after 4 weeks of culture.

These features, to some extent, have shown us the relationship between structure

and function in meniscal enthesis model. In current theories, the movement of
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fibers is related to different collagen orientations in the soft tissue region22.

According to previous research using confocal elastography of the native meniscal

enthesis, in the native tissue, away from the interface, collagen fiber bundles move

with respect to one another during the initial stages of loading23. This is because of

the loose combination of fibers with each other. As a result, the fibers will

primarily go through rotation and translation along the longitudinal direction

instead of being stretched and elongated during the stretching process in culture.

The histological images of stretched meniscal enthesis constructs (Figure 3.3.3.1)

accorded with this phenomenon: the radial fiber orientations decreased and the

longitudinal ones increased compared with unstretched constructs. It was highly

possible that the fibers rotated under stretching stimulation from radial to

longitudinal direction. The loose combination between fiber bundles also explains

for the partial failure or tears phenomenon in collagen part in Figure 3.3.2.2 B and

C. Because of the loose combination between fibers, more defects were found in

stretched constructs compared with control samples. According to tensile testing

data, most stretched constructs with more defects showed lower ultimate load, UTS

and tensile modulus compared with control groups. It is highly possible that these

defects reduced the organization of fiber bundles in constructs.

Cells were observed to be elongated along the direction of fiber orientation

in meniscal enthesis constructs from 2-week cultured samples. This pattern was

demonstrated in both the control groups and experimental groups of constructs. At

the bone region of constructs, the shape of cells was mainly rounded without
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elongation. While at the interface region and collagen region, the cells were a

mixture of rounded ones and elongated ones. And the elongated cells are deformed

along the main orientation of local fiber bundles: at interface region, cells were

mainly elongated along the edge of interface, which is the radial direction. While at

collagen region, cells were mainly elongated along longitudinal direction. This

finding is consistent with the previous research on clamping effect24. As we know,

the mechanical stimulation functions as a basic regulator of tissue homeostasis.

Tissues will modify their composition and mechanical properties as a response to

the mechanical stimulation25. For cells, the mechanical signals can influence the

cell morphology. Similar phenomenon of cell reorientation after direction

stretching stimulation has been found in previous research26-29. The elongated cells

can also be used an auxiliary tool to help us define the orientation of fiber bundles.

3.5 Conclusions

In this study, the bioreactor I designed and produced with 3D printing using

PLAmaterial successfully stretched the meniscal enthesis constructs to expected

length without observable necking, which indicates the successful introduction of

stretching stimulation. For the effect of axial stretching stimulation, the seeded

FCCs were elongated in the direction of fiber orientation. The formation of more

fibers along longitudinal direction and less along radial direction in stretched

constructs is guided by the axial stretching stimulation compared with unstretched

constructs. The stretching stimulation also brings in lower collagen density and

more local defects in collagen, which accounts for the lower ultimate load, ultimate
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tensile stress and tensile modulus compared to fixed constructs without stretching

stimulation. However, the stretching effect results in higher strain before the failure

of constructs by 50% compared to constructs without stretching.
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CHAPTER 4. LIMITATIONSAND FUTUREWORK

There are still some limitations in the research process that need to be

addressed in subsequent studies. We have already known that mechanical stimuli

are crucial for the normal structures and functions of tissues1, especially in tissue

engineering research. The appropriate rate of mechanical stimulation is a critical

factor involved. Several studies have already demonstrated that the use of dynamic

culture devices providing adequate mechanical stimuli with suitable stimulating

rate will bring in significant improvements in structural and functional tissue

maturation2,3,4. However, due to the experimental cycle and technical limitations,

the exploration of the stretching rate in this study is still in its infancy, and the

change of stretching rate from 45° rotation every 3 to 6 days still leads to partial

failure in collagen of meniscal enthesis constructs. A more gradual and appropriate

stretching method is in need to be explored as one of the future directions.

Culture time before the applying of stretching to constructs is another

potential influence factor to the connective integration at interface, besides the

mechanical stimulation rate. Related research has been applied on mesenchymal

stem cells(MSCs). Azim et al. demonstrated that culture time is an important factor

for tissue mechanical properties and cells’ gene expression5. In this study, a

two-way interaction effect has been found between culture time and substrate

topography after 14 days’ culture on tissue. And a huge decrease in Young’s

modulus of tissue on day 7 is also observed compared to day 16. In summary, the

time span during which the cells are seeded and cultured is seen as a critical factor
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for altering mechanical properties. This conclusion can also serve as a future

direction for our study. The 5-day culture time before stretching can be adjusted for

future exploration in order to provide more mature collagen formation. It can

hopefully decrease the local defects and partial failure phenomenon during

stretching process.

Apart from axial stretching stimulation, more complex mechanical loading

which is more similar to the native loading environment in human knee joint is

expected to be applied onto meniscal enthesis constructs. As has been introduced,

the native meniscal enthesis is subjected to a very complex loading environment

during our daily exercise and movement, and the axial tensile fore is only part of

the loading stimulation. For the future research, anatomically accurate tissue

engineered menisci7,8 or curved meniscal enthesis construct models can be used as

the experimental and testing model to better mimic the native meniscus geometry.

Not only axial direction stretching, but more mechanical stimulation in different

directions can be applied to the model in an attempt to research the culture results

after culture.

In addition, the currently used 3D printing still has room on manufacturing

accuracy for improvement. A variety of high resolution additive manufacturing

methods, for example, stereolithography (SLA)9-11, in bioreactor design process

can be considered and tried out in future in order to improve the surface precision

of printing devices. In this case we can decrease the errors raised from slack or

slippery in mechanically connected devices. Another limitation is on the manual
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operation on stretching bioreactors. The manual operation of the stretching process

is not as accurate and controllable as expected, which will also bring in higher risk

of infection into sterile conditions. We are trying to design and apply remote

control system into the bioreactor design (e.g., motor step driving). In this case, a

more consistent, accurate stretching method will be introduced, and the problem of

manual stretching induced possibility of infection will be decrease. This also opens

up the possibility of exploring more moderate stretching rates.
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APPENDIX 1: SUPPLEMENTALFIGURES

Figure S1. Failed printing and structure during bioreactor design and testing. A:

broken snap-lock structure; B: rough surface of 3D printing bioreactor; C: curved

rack structure; D: broken screw connection structure.

A

B

C D
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Figure S2. Images of components of 3D printed bioreactor. A: cylindrical chamber

and reinforced screw connection structure in version5 bioreactor; B: inner

cross-grid network structure of 3D printed bioreactor

A

B
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Figure S3. Images of cardboard model for micrometer head-driven bioreactor

design. Left: top view; Right: upward view.

Figure S4. Image of currently used bioreactor for culture with stretching.
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original length 45°

90° 135°

180° 225°225°

270° 315°
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Figure S5. Images of meniscal enthesis constructs on stretching bioreactors during

stretching-to-failure testing for bioreactors

405°360°

450° 495°

540° 585°

630° 675°
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Figure S6. Images of meniscal enthesis constructs during 4-week culture. From top

line to bottom: constructs fixation, 2%, 4%, 6%, 8% stretching; From left column

to right: control, bioreactor1, bioreactor2, bioreactor3.
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Figure S7. Polarized light images of 4-week stretched meniscal enthesis constructs.

A: sample bioreactor2; B,C: samples from bioreactor3. The white arrows show the

main direction of the fiber bundles.
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APPENDIX 2: SUPPENTALTABLES

Supplement Table S1. Stretched distance testing data from bioreactor. The

stretch-out distances were measured and recorded for every 45°of rotation for

stretching testing.The bioreactor was rotated for 360°in total.
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